Test Substitution by Clinical Radiologists Position Paper
Reviewing the Medicare rules in the interest of good patient care
The current test substitution rules do not recognise clinical radiologists as highly trained
specialists, whose expertise could be better utilised in the clinical decision-making process to
reduce unnecessary and inappropriate requests for imaging.
Under the current MBS rules clinical radiologists do not have the same authority as other
clinical specialists to determine which imaging procedure is the most appropriate.

Current Test Substitution Rules
Section 16B (10A) of the Health Insurance Act makes provision for a provider to substitute a
service for the service originally requested when:


The provider forms the opinion that it would be more appropriate in the diagnosis of
the person’s condition to render the substituted service than the service requested;
and



The substituted service would be accepted by the general body of specialists or
consultant physicians in the specialty practised by the providing practitioner as more
appropriate in the diagnosis of the person’s condition than the service requested; and



Before providing the substituted service, the providing practitioner has either
consulted the person who made the original request, or taken all reasonable steps to
consult that person; and



The substituted service is a service in relation to which a Medicare benefit is payable
regardless of whether the service is rendered on the request of a specialist or a
consultant physician. Note: The substituted service must not be a service where the
Medicare benefit is only payable if the service is rendered on the request of a specialist
or consultant physician.



The following services cannot be substituted:
o

R-type services which in their descriptions (such as most R-type items in
General Ultrasound and items 59300 and 59303) state that a referral is
required;

o

MRI services that require a specialist referral; and

o

Services not able to be requested by the original requesting practitioner.

It should be noted that the explanatory notes still list restrictions on substitution of
MRI services which, until the introduction of limited GP-referred items, required a
specialist referral and could not be substituted by clinical radiologists. The explanatory
notes need to be amended to reflect that, subject to the substitution rules outlined
above, a GP-requested MRI item (subgroups 33 and 34) may now be substituted for
the original test requested by a GP, following the introduction of limited MRI GPreferred items for children under 16 years in November 2012 and for those 16 years
and over from 1 November 2013.
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Issues for Test Substitution Rules


It is difficult for many referring practitioners to know the most appropriate test for
many clinical indications but at the same time most requests for imaging do not
contain sufficient information for the clinical radiologist to decide the appropriateness
of the request without discussion with the patient and/or the referring practitioner. In
these circumstances, the concept of requiring clinical radiologists to ring referrers and
ask questions to define the appropriateness of an imaging request before they can
substitute a more appropriate test is both unrealistic and costly.



The restrictions on clinical radiologist substitution of MRI and certain US services
reflects the view that specialist radiologists should not have the same autonomy as
other clinical specialists.



The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP) has in the past opposed
changes to the substitution rules to allow clinical radiologists to substitute a different
test without prior consultation. The RACGP may be willing to accept test substitution
under some circumstances, for example, including a tick box on the referral that
prohibits test substitution without discussion with the original referring doctor. This
will require further work between the two colleges.



eHealth technology will provide a platform for electronic referral entry and decision
support tools (including imaging guidelines) which have the potential to enable greater
clinical radiologist vetting of imaging requests, in conjunction with patients’ clinical
records, to determine the appropriateness of the test requested. RANZCR would like to
see clinical radiologists using their clinical expertise fully by taking a greater role in
overall patient care and management: the rules around the rights to test substitution
need to be amended to give greater authority to clinical radiologists to substitute
more appropriate tests.



Cost-effectiveness can be improved if patients undergo the most appropriate
investigations ‘first time round’. Repeated visits cost money in terms of MBS billings
when the most appropriate test is done at a second or subsequent visit; patients
taking time off work; and in terms of delayed diagnosis resulting in more expensive
treatment.

Recommendation
That Medicare regulation be amended to allow a clinical radiologist to substitute an
inappropriate test with an appropriate test. This requirement should be implemented in
conjunction with the RANZCR recommendation that clinical question for which an answer is
being sought through the medical imaging be included on the referral.1 In this case the referral
should also include a ‘do not substitute’ tick-box for circumstances when the referrer has a
specific request that substitution does not occur.

1

See RANZCR Quality of Referral paper

